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Windows Tips

This is part 2 of the presentation. It looks at some more Windows 

facilities that should help:
● Wi-Fi / Ethernet information
● Display Control
● Start App
● Shut Down
● Switch Task
● File explorer
● Duplicate display



  

Windows Tips
Part 1 of the presentation looked at some things that should help 

you use Windows.
● Taskbar

● Task manager

● Mouse

● Windows Update

● Safe mode



  

Wifi/Network access

Configuring a new network connection is 
potentially far too complex a task for me to 
cover today. I will therefore just show how to set 
up a connection provided that works reasonably 
well and how to check that it is working OK.

Your computer is defined to your local network by 
your private IP address. This will not ‘usually’ 
change.

Your computer is defined to the world by your 
public IP address. This will probably change, 
possibly every time you use it.



  

IP address

To see your private IP address start a command 
session. Either Windows key+r  then enter cmd 
or Windows Key+x then select Windows 
PowerShell

Enter ipconfig and return

There are 2 possible ways to access your local 
network.

The simplest configuration is to use a cable to 
connect your PC to your router. This called an 
Ethernet connection



  

Cable not connected

If there is no cable connection, this will give 
something like below

This shows that Ethernet and all the possible WIFI 
connections are not connected



  

Ethernet connection

For a cabled connection, this will give something 
like

Cable connection

Private IP address

Router IP address



  

WIFI connection
If there is WIFI connected (password given), 

ipconfig will show it

Note that this computer has multiple WIFI 
adapters



  

Select/Connect to WIFI
To select a WIFI connection 

click on the icon

This gives the WIFIs available. 
The ‘local one is probably at 
the top.

The one with this icon is 
currently selected

Flight mode disables WIFI 
access

Network Status



  

Connect/Disconnect a WIFI

Click on one of WIFIs will 
give the connection form

If the password has not been 
entered this form will be 
shown. After entering the 
password (case sensitive), 
press next

Once connected, the WIFI 
will be ‘remembered'. To 
‘forget’ a connection, right 
click on it and select ‘forget’

Connect or
 Disconect

Connect on
 Startup



  

Both Ethernet and WIFI

It is possible to have both a 
cabled connection and WIFI 
connections. In this case the 
Ethernet connection will be 
used in preference to WIFI

Note that a different icon is 
used to see the connection 
section



  

Network Status

The network status form 
provides information about the 
network. It can be accessed 
from the list of connections 
above or by pressing the 
Windows key and entering 
Network Status

On the left is a menu of options.

The default is the Status



  

Network Status (Top)
The top half of the form 

shows a simplified network 
diagram.

It also shows a couple of 
buttons for Ethernet and/or 
WIFI this shows the 
amount of data transmitted 
through this connection in 
the last month.

Note that the usage is only 
through computer and 
doesn’t include any smart 
TV or mobile phone



  

Network Status Properties
Public is probably ‘best’ if you are 

not at home. Private is more 
flexible if you are at home on 
your own network with a good 
password

Metered connection is useful if you 
are using a mobile phone to 
access the internet. It ‘stops’ 
Windows from downloading 
large updates. You must allow 
Windows to download updates 
eventually

Further down is a facility for 
limiting the size of files



  

Network Status Data Usage
This form shows the amount 

of data received by the 
network (in this case the 
Ethernet cable)

It my surprise you to know 
that there are more than 
50 entries here

For my WIFI, there are only 
6 entries.

There is a button to reset 
the statistics for this 
month



  

Network Status (Bottom)
The most interesting 

information here can be 
found in ‘Network and 
Sharing Centre’



  

Display Control

How the display looks is controlled by numerous 
configuration forms. These don’t always seem 
to be logically arranged.

The basic control is by right clicking on an empty 
area of the desktop and select Display Settings 
or by windows key-X, select System and Then 
Display



  

Display Settings

Night Light changes to less blue 
colours

Display resolution changes the 
number of Pixels horizontally and 
vertically. Different screen 
devices work best with different 
settings. The system will 
probably set this.
The most likely reason to change 
this would be for video projectors.



  

Background settings

Settings (Windows key X) – Personalisation gives 
access to various colour settings:

Background
Sets the colour of the 
background – an area of the 
display that has nothing else

Instead of a solid colour, a 
picture or a slide show can be 
selected



  

Colours Themes

There are a number of other settings that change 
the colours on the display. These include 
Themes and High Contrast.

These are far too difficult to describe here but it is 
unlikely that changing them will seriously affect 
beyond possibly ending up with a set of colours 
that you dislike!



  

Colours settings

The colours settings set either 
Dark or Light to be made.

Personally I prefer to have a 
combination of the two

Choose your colour can be 
Light, Dark or Custom

Custom allows the combination 
of Light and Dark which I 
prefer 



  

Multiple Displays

It is possible to have multiple displays. This is 
primarily used for connecting a projector and 
duplicating the current display.

There are, however more options.

To see the options, a separate display is required 
connected to the computer, see the options. 
This is usually through an HDMI



  

Duplicate display
The display can be duplicated (e.g. for a 

projector)

To do this ensure that the other display is 
connected and press the duplicate key 
(Function+F7 on my laptop)

● Only the normal screen
● The normal screen duplicated on the 

‘connected’ display
● The normal display is extended. Windows can 

be moved between displays
● Only the ‘connected’ display

The ‘Multiple Displays’ button in the Display 
settings form allows this to be configured



  

Start App

There are several ways to start an App:
● From the Task Bar (covered last time)
● From the Start Menu
● From the Desktop
● From File Explorer
● From the Run Command
● From the Power Shell

These will be covered briefly below



  

Start Menu
To see the Start Menu, press the Windows Key or click 

on the Windows Icon (bottom left corner)

Click on one of the list of Apps 
‘known’ to Windows on the left 
or one of the icons on the right.

The Icon on the right have 
‘Pinned’ there. This can be 
done from anywhere that the 
app can be run.

The list is pre-filled by Microsoft 
but can be modified by deleting 
with the Del key, adding by 
‘Pinning’ or reordered by 
‘Dragging’.



  

Desktop
The desktop can be shown by 

Windows Key + d (or m)

Each Icon is a probably a ‘Shortcut’. 
This can be modified by right 
clicking and selecting ‘Properties’.

Icon can be added by copying from 
File explorer and specifying ‘Create 
Shortcut’.

File(s) can be stored on the Desktop 
rather than on the disk. In which 
case the small arrow will not 
appear



  

Shortcut Properties

The shortcut properties can 
include parameters for the 
App. In this case the 
Thunderbird App has a 
parameter ‘P IMAP’ (i.e. a 
different profile).

The ‘Start’ folder can also be 
set (although the App may 
not work if it is changed)



  

File Explorer

An App can be run directly from File Explorer by 
double clicking on it.

By right clicking on it it can also be ‘Pinned’ to the 
taskbar or setting a Shortcut to the Start Menu

This may be covered later, depending on the 
available time



  

Run Command and PowerShell

The Run command may be 
used to start an App 
‘known’ to Windows. 
Windows+r

PowerShell may be started 
from Windows Key+x and 
select Windows PowerShell

After navigating to the App, it 
may be started by entering 
its name



  

Shut Down
There are 4 types of Shut Down:
● Sign out. With this, the computer remains on an 

active until a sign in, sleep or shut down
● Sleep. With this the current status is saved but 

no further action can be performed until the 
computer is woken up again and the status 
reactivated

● Shut Down. With this the computer is powered 
off until it is powered on again

● Restart. This is the same as Shut Down above 
but will then reboot the computer



  

Shut Down

To do any of these:
● Windows Key + X select ‘Sign 

out or shut down’ and choose 
the required action

● For sign out or change user, see 
below

● Click on the Windows Icon 
(bottom left) and select Power. 
Choose the required action



  

Shut Down

Alt – F4 will also shut the computer down if no app 
is active

It is not necessary to sign in, in order to shut down 
the computer

● Get to the sign in screen (press enter?)
● Click on the sign out icon (       )
● Click on ‘Shut down’, ‘Sleep’ or ‘Restart’



  

User sign out/Change
Click on the Windows Icon (bottom 

left) and select the current user 
name.

A number of different actions are 
possible, including Sign Out and 
change to a different user

Note that changing to a different 
user doesn’t sign out the current 
user but their current status will 
be restored if a re-sign in is 
performed before the computer 
is shut down



  

Windows Update

If a Windows Update is available then the Shut 
Down and Restart will be preceded by ‘Update 
and’.

You may consider performing a backup before 
continuing with the shut down (in case of an 
error)



  

Switch Task

Each app display is a separate ‘task’. To switch 
from one task to another:

● Press Alt + Tab. This will change to the ‘next’ 
app display. The order of display is defined by 
the system.

● Press the ‘Task View’ button (see below) and 
click on one of the tasks



  

Task View



  

Task View 2

Further down the display is 
some information about 
previous days

I am not sure how these 
work but I think that, if 
one can be started then 
clicking on it will do that



  

File Explorer

This is a very complicated system and probably 
requires more time to do it justice. Instead I will 
cover only its ‘normal’ use.

It can probably be started from an icon on the 
Task Bar, the desktop or the Start Menu. It can 
also be started from an ‘Open File’ location by 
right click on a file in File Explorer.

It can show Folders, Disks, Network locations etc.



  

Start file explorer

When File 
Explorer is 
started from a 
icon, it will 
show a list of 
recent files.

Note however 
that ccleaner 
clears this list

It will also show 
 a list of 
frequently 
used folders



  

Normal layout - LHS
The layout can be changed but by 

default the left hand side has a list 
containing folders and disks

The quick access section include 
commonly accessed things and  
‘pinned’  things that the user has 
complete control over

‘This PC’ contains ‘standard’ folders and 
disks. A ‘>’ can be clicked to expand 
that entry into its sub-folders

A ‘˅’ can be clicked to collapse that 
folder.



  

Normal layout - RHS

This lists the content of the ‘folder’. The contents of the 
columns can be changed.

An entry can be opened by double clicking it. If it is a folder 
then the contents will be displayed

An entry can be put in the clipboard by the normal Ctrl + X 
(erase), C (copy) or  V (paste). Or it can be dragged 
elsewhere (another folder or the desktop etc.). It can be 
deleted by the delete key or Shift-Delete (if you don’t want 
to put it in the recycle bin)



  

Other file actions
Right click on a file will display a other 

actions
● Open – open file with the default app
● Open with – will allow an app to be 

selected to do the open. (The app 
can be set to be the default)

● Cut, Copy – same as Ctrl - x and c
● Create shortcut will create a shortcut 

to the file in the current folder. It 
can then be moved elsewhere

● Rename – change the file’s name



  

Open With
Open with will give a list of apps 

that the system thinks may be 
relevant. (I don’t know why 3D 
builder would be relevant for a 
photograph!)

‘Choose another app’ will allow a 
different app to be used. This 
form also allows the default app 
for this type of file to be set

 ‘More apps’ allows any 
application on the PC to be 
used.



  

Properties

Selecting the properties will 
display a form similar to this

General will show information like 
the size and location of the file

For a ‘jpg’, the Details will display 
the ‘EXIF’ information about the 
picture. This is variable 
information, depending on the 
capabilities of the camera. 
Some of the information can be 
changed here.



  

Other Folder information

Right clicking on a folder will give slightly different 
information.

The main extra entry is ‘Open in a new window’. 
This will create a new File Explorer display with 
this folder open. This allows the user to see 
multiple folders open side by side. 



  

Top section

Various separate sets of options are available, the 
above is the view one.

I find it useful to see the file extensions and any 
hidden files. These are not defaults

Back arrow display the previous data. Having 
gone back, Forward arrow goes forward again

Down arrow shows a list of recent folders and Up 
arrow shows the containing folder. 
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